
2021 WHITE HOUSE
EASTER EGG ROLL BINGO

Pick a bingo box and participate in the activity in that
box. Each box points to an activity from previous Easter
Egg Rolls, uses WHHA materials, or is a springtime
activity. Once you complete an activity, make an X 

over that box. 

You'll achieve a "bingo" when you create a vertical,
horizontal, or diagonal string of five boxes. Don't forget
to start by making an X over the free space!

HOW
TO
PLAY:

Dye
Easter
Eggs

Read your
favorite

book

Play a
game of

basketball

Take a
walk

outside
Listen to a song
performed by

the United
States Marine

Band

Draw one
of the

presidents

FREE

SPACE

Tend to a
garden you

already have or
start one by

planting
something

Write a letter to
"Spring" detailing
what parts of the

season you're
most excited

about

Complete
WHHA's

"design your
own Easter 

egg set" activity

Find a spring
recipe to cook

with your family

Journal about
springtime

traditions that
you love

celebrating

Go outside and
see how many

designs you can
make using the
shapes of the

clouds

Try to solve
WHHA's digital

puzzle

Color WHHA's
Easter Egg Roll
coloring page

Create an
obstacle course

and see how
fast you can get

through it

Go outside
and jump

rope or hula
hoop for 30

minutes

Look at pictures
from White

House Easter
Egg Rolls

throughout
history

Participate in
your own
Easter Egg

hunt

Wear your
favorite mask

when you're in
a public place

Have a
dance party

Spend an
evening doing
an activity with

your loved
ones

Pretend you're
organizing your
own Easter Egg

Roll event. Design
a poster to
promote it

Read a book
that's new to

you

Tour the White
House in 360
degrees on

WHHA's
website

Visit
whitehousehistory.org
to access all activities

referenced above
noting "WHHA."


